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Beyond the veil of reality, beyond the influence of manipulating politicians, greedy merchants,

iron-handed clergy, and the broken masses that toil for their benefi?t, echoes of other realms call to

those bold enough, and desperate enough, to escape the oppression of mundane life. Treasure and

glory await those courageous enough to wrest it from the darkness. But the danger is great, for

lurking in the forgotten shadows are forces far stranger and more perilous than even civilization. The

price of freedom might be paid in souls. LotFP: Weird Fantasy Role-Playing presents a sinister and

horrific twist on traditional fantasy gaming. Simple enough for a beginner yet meaty enough for the

veteran, this game will make all your worst nightmares come true. This book is a revision of the

Rules & Magic book originally found in the LotFP: Weird Fantasy Role-Playing boxed set. It contains

all the rules needed to play the game. (Explicit Content: Recommended for ages 18+)
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Strange, weird, violent, inappropriate for children, old-school, fabulous art especially of powerful

female characterizations of the Flame Princess of course, the others are just weird.Would

recommend getting at least one introductory adventure to go with the rules. If you want the fully

intended impact of the gods awful vibe intended.Otherwise just roll your own and make your own

genre riff off these dark and occult rules.

The only RPG book that I've ever read cover to cover, and I've been playing RPGs for over 20

years now. Awesome little book. Perfect game for busy adults who don't have time to waste digging



through heavy tomes to clarify obscure rules interactions. Puts the focus back on the roleplaying,

with just enough mechanical depth to throw a curve ball into things when necessary. Very glad I

bought this.

A great gaming system. It goes back to the basics similar to the original D&D basic set.

This is not a standalone rpg and it is not for beginners. It is a solid reference for those already

familiar with DND classic and it's play. I like most of the art, however, there is a section in the center

of grotesque images in no way connected to the text. The style of art in this... gallery? ... Isn't old

school. Frankly, it's garish. It provides nothing other than shock value and filler. Take the page away

with a crocodile crawling out of a womans hoo ha and replace it with the missing table of realestate

prices that you reference in the text. That would be more valuable.I digress. There's useful

information in this text especially regarding hiring retainers. This kind of information is normally

glossed over in other RPGs, here it's blown wide open with comprehensive detail. Same with rules

for investment, hunting, even naval battles.There is a goal for the referee book in this series in 2019.

If it makes it to publication I'll purchase it. As things stand I may pull information from this system but

I doubt I will run it.

Great Product. Very fun.

Well worth the price.

Cool game.

This RPG gaming system has become my favorite, I still love AD&D 1e and Call of Cthulhu, but this

system combines both of what I love about both of those. The book is a little smaller than I thought it

would be, the artwork is beautiful, this book is written for adults 18 years or older. I will still play

AD&D and Call of Cthulhu as well. Here is a quote I have taken form the Lamentations of the Flame

Princess website that shows that you can use this rpg gaming system with a lot of different gaming

systems. "Rules-wise, LotFP belongs to the "Old School Renaissance" family of games that uses

the Open Game License to recreate game rules of the late 70s/early 80s, with LotFP's particular

twisting of those rules flattening out the power level a bit and emphasizing a more horrific and

go-for-the-throat attitude. A PDF version of the full rules without any of the game's artwork is



available here for you to use for your own purposes. (The full-version PDF includes all of the art,

while the physical version is a beautiful high-quality artifact in its own right.)Being part of the Old

School Renaissance also means that every LotFP adventure and supplement is readily compatible

with over 100 other RPGs, and their support material is readily compatible with LotFP."
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